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20% off

Loyalty Spring Deal: Overnight stay incl. breakfast with 20% off for new or existing H Rewards members

Book now
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Easter specials

Discover our culinary highlights and travel tips!

More information
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Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts






 







 






 



Where are you going?






 



0 Room(s) ⋅ 0 Adults


0 Room(s) ⋅ 0 Adults
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I'm traveling for work






Welcome
At Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts

Upscale hotel culture and hospitality to perfection - that's what our Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts stand for at fascinating locations around the globe. From historic traditional properties to lively city residences and wellness oases in the midst of nature - follow your dreams and feel the unmistakable Steigenberger charm. Recharge your batteries in our spacious SPA areas or on our rooftop terraces, and our creative gourmet teams will spoil you with culinary delights. Find inspiration at our cultural events and discover some of the most impressive places in the world. Our portfolio includes 60 Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts in Europe, Asia and Africa, making the stay unforgettable for all our guests.
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Discover our exclusive hotels
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Steigenberger 
Hotel Am Kanzleramt
Book Now
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Steigenberger 
Inselhotel
Book Now
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Steigenberger 
ALDAU Beach Hotel
Book Now
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Steigenberger 
Hotel Herrenhof
Book Now
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Steigenberger 
Alsik Hotel & Spa

Book Now
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Steigenberger 
Hotel & Resort Camp de Mar
Book Now
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Steigenberger 
Hotel de Saxe
Book Now






 





The world of Steigenberger
Experience a unique philosophy of hospitality - over fifty times individually interpreted.
Whether in luxury hotels in Berlin, Vienna and Dresden or in a modern design hotel, whether in the heart of the most fascinating cities or in the midst of idyllic nature - look forward to the special feeling of well-being in the exclusive Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts.



View Offers
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Your dream wedding with the Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts
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 VIEW VIDEO








Give the gift of joy – With our vouchers
You are looking for a stylish gift and have no idea yet? Let our gift vouchers inspire you.

Whether hotel-individual experiences or a flexible value voucher. With us you will find the right gift for every occasion.



Learn more
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Sustainable & Fair
H World International has firmly anchored various concepts of corporate social responsibility in its corporate structure. Thus, all our hotel brands contribute to a more sustainable future. It is part of our responsibility to be aware of the consequences of our actions and the impact on the environment, climate and society. We are committed to minimizing the negative consequences and contributing to a more sustainable life.



Our CSR Roadmap






Nile Cruises
Enjoy the exclusive comfort of 5-star ships during your Nile cruise with Steigenberger.



Learn more
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Get exclusive offers for free.
Subscribe to our newsletter right now and stay up to date quickly and conveniently. Unsubscribing is possible at any time. 






Keep me updated

For more information, please see our privacy policy.


I consent to Steigenberger Hotels GmbH collecting the following data with the aim of analysing my preferences and user behaviour in order to send me personalised, interest-related promotional emails:
Time of newsletter opening, my device and my clicks on the links in the newsletter.  









Quick Links	About Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts
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	Contact	
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Social links
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Steigenberger Hotels GmbHLyoner Str. 25
60528 Frankfurt am Main
Germany




Pay at H Rewards.com with:	[image: mastercard]
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Please note that there may be deviations in the acceptance of payment methods at individual hotels.
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